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We propose a new proof of the following 
LYUSTERNIK’S THEOREM. Let E, F he Banach spaces, XC E be an open 
set and let x,, E X. If f: X 4 F is a map strictly differentiable at x0 and if the 
differential Df (x0) off at x0 maps E onto F, then there exists a constant 
M > 0 and a neighborhood U of x0 in X such that 
dist(.x, Q)5Mllf(x) -f(d 
for all XE U, ulhere Q= (>,E X:f(y) =.f(x,,)}. 
(1) 
This result, though technical in nature, is fundamental in a functional 
analytic approach to optimization and optimal control problems (see 
[2, 3, 51). In the literature it is routinely referred to [6] for its proof, which 
seems lengthy and complicated (see also [ 11). Reference [5] contains a 
proof that uses a fixed point theorem for set-valued contraction maps. Our 
proof is by a method adapted from one in [4], which can often substitute 
for the inverse function theorem when only the surjectivity of the differen- 
tial is assumed, as shown in [4] and in the proof below. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let L = Df(xO) be the differential off at x0. 
Then L is a bounded linear map of E onto F. We recall that f is called 
strictly clfferentiahle at x0 if the differential L off at x0 has the property 
that for any c > 0, there exists a neighborhood V of xg in X such that 
‘If(x) -f (x’) - L(x - .~‘)I/ 5E 11,~ - X’II (2) 
for all x, X’E V. By the open mapping theorem, the constant 
M(L)= sup {infIJxll:xEE,yEF, Lx=y} 
II.L.,I = 1 
is finite. We choose a constant M > M(L) and 6 > 0 such that X contains 
the open ball B(x,; 26) of radius 26 centered at x0 and (2) holds for 
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I: = 1:(2M) with k’= B(.r,,; 26). Obviously ,/‘is continuous on B(x,,; 26). Let 
G’ be a neighborhood of so contained in B(.u,,: 6) such that 
i! f(X) - j’(S,,)‘l < 6/(2.&I) (3) 
for all XE c’. It remains to show that for any SE C:. there exists ZE E such 
that 
and 
f(.u+ -1 =.1‘(q)) (4) 
II=11 ~W,f‘(.u) -.f(.h)l,. (5) 
To this end. we use an iterative process. Let .Y E C; be given. We choose 
zo=O as the initial approximation. By the surjectivity of I!., there exists 
z, E E such that 
and 
L(Z(, - z,) =.I‘(.\- + z,,) -./‘(.Y,,) (6) 
il~o---I’~~MIIl‘(.r+=,,)-j‘(.~,)~l = W.f(~+.f(~dlI. (7) 
Thus, II;, ,I = I(zo - :,‘I <S/2 and so .Y + z, E B(x,; 26) c X. Again there 
exists z2 E E such that 
I!,(:, - z2) =./(.u + z,) -f‘(.Yo) 
and 
I,-, -:?I1 ~MIl,f(-r+-l)-.1‘(-u,,)ll 
which by (2), (6) and (7) 
=MIIJ(.Y+I,)-j‘(.y+-,)-L(;,--,,)I1 
I$llz,,-z,II <d/4. - 
Thus, Il-~li 5 11~1 I + 11~1 - z,l!<(f+$)d<6 and so x+z~EB(.v~;~~)cX. 
This process can be continued. Suppose that for each k = 1, 2,..., n, zk E E 
has been chosen such that q, = 0, 
u=, I - --k)=.,b+=k ,)-l‘(h) (8) 
and 
il;k I - Zk(I < 1/2k ’ I/z,)1 <(1/2k)d. (9) 
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Then IJz,,(I <ct.+;+ ... + l/2”) 6 < 6 and so x + z, E B(x,; 26) c X. By the 
surjectivity of L, there exists z,,, , E E such that 
and 
Lb” - z,, $ 1 1 =“m + zn) -.f(-%) 
I! ;n - z,, I I II =< M ‘If‘L~ + =,,I -f‘(x,)~l 
= Mllf(.u+ z,,) -f'(x+ z,..,) - L(--, -z, _,)(I 
stllz, , -- -nli <(l/2”) lIzIll <(1/2”+‘)6 
by (8) and (9). In this way, we obtain a sequence {zk} in B(.u,,; 6) satisfying 
(8) and (9) for all k = I, 2,.... By (9) 
,.f, II=k -I -41 +, 14 llz,II~‘,IS(x)-f(x,)ll. (10) 
Thus, {zk > is a Cauchy sequence in E and so tends to a limit L’ in E as 
k + cc. Clearly )[zllsS and so from (8) and the continuity of L and f on 
B(x,; 26), (4) follows. Equation (10) implies (5). 
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